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ABSTRACT Quantum networks create a completely new way for communication, and the most important
function of a quantum network is to generate long-distance quantum entanglement to serve a number of
quantum applications. As the scale of the network expands, in order to establish end-to-end entanglement
between two remote nodes, entangled pairs need to be generated and distributed among multiple repeaters
along the path from the source to the destination, which requires a specific protocol to negotiate resource
allocations and quantum operations among the repeaters. Thus, to realize such remote entanglement distri-
bution in a quantum network, designing a stable and reliable protocol becomes urgent and necessary. In this
article, we focus on how to guarantee the generation rate of entangled pairs between any two quantum nodes
to meet the requirements of various quantum applications in a large-scale quantum network. We present a
connection-oriented entanglement distribution protocol inspired by the connection-oriented communication
model in classical networks. Our protocol is located in the network layer of the quantum network to enable
end-to-end quantum communication. Three main features are provided by the proposed protocol: 1) it is
reliable and can guarantee the successful entanglement generation; 2) it can reduce the influence of quantum
decoherence via reducing the latency caused by resource competition; and 3) it can guarantee the rate of
generating entanglement between two quantum nodes according to the requirement of quantum applications.

INDEX TERMS Connection-oriented protocol, entanglement distribution, quantum networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
In entanglement-based quantum networks, the most
important and challenging task is to generate quantum
entanglement between any two far apart quantum nodes [1],
[2]. By generating and distributing entangled pairs (Bell
pairs), any two end nodes in quantum networks can achieve
several entanglement-based applications, e.g., distributed
quantum computing [3] and entanglement-based quantum
key distribution [4], [5]. One of themost well-known applica-
tion exploiting entanglement is quantum teleportation [6], as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Although the point-to-point entanglement
distribution over short distance has been implemented
experimentally [7], the photon loss still hinders the

entanglement distribution between any two distant quantum
nodes. To diminish the photon loss over long-distance
transmission, entanglement swapping, which can connect
multiple short-distance entangled pairs, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), is considered as a reliable solution [8]–[10]. Thus,
by exploring the implementation of entanglement swapping,
it becomes possible for entanglement-based quantum
networks to establish long-distance quantum entanglement.
To communicate between two end nodes through quantum

teleportation, remote entangled pairs should be generated
between the sender and the receiver. In the existing work,
inspired by the design of protocol stack in classic networks,
Dahlberg et al. [11], Kozlowski et al. [12], and Li et al. [13]
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of teleportation and entanglement swapping.
(a) Teleportation. (b) Entanglement swapping.

pioneered the design of quantum network protocol stack to
facilitate the development of quantum networks, in which the
network layer is responsible for establishing long-distance
entanglement. However, since the development of quantum
networks is still in its nascent stage, there is still no such spe-
cific protocol designed and developed for quantum networks.
Thus, researchers from academia and practitioners from in-
dustry are highly expected to develop required protocols for
each layer of quantum networks.
To design quantum network protocols, we need to consider

not only the functions of quantum networks but also the phys-
ical characteristics of quantum networks. Tracing back to the
classical networks, there are two different ways to transmit
information: connection-oriented communication, such as
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) protocol in transmis-
sion control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) stack [14],
and connectionless communication, such as IP protocol in
TCP/IP stack [15]. Although the connectionless protocol has
become the standard and basic protocol in classical networks,
it still has inherent imperfection. For example, in classi-
cal networks, the connectionless protocol can hardly pro-
vide quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee, e.g., latency, com-
pared with connection-oriented protocol. However, in quan-
tum networks, due to the characteristic of quantum decoher-
ence, the information transmitted in the form of quantum bits,
also called qubits, can be stored in quantum memory only
for a short time considering the quantum decoherence [16].
Thus, providing a low latency of entanglement establishment
becomes necessary and critical for quantum networks. On
the other hand, the end-users and quantum applications may
have various requirements of entanglement distribution rate.
For example, due to the high requirement of secret key rate
for one-time pad encryption, entanglement-based quantum
key distribution [4], [5] may require relatively higher rate of
entanglement than other quantum applications Thus, an eli-
gible quantum network protocol design should provide QoS
guarantee in terms of latency and entanglement distribution
rate.
In this article, we propose a connection-oriented com-

munication protocol for quantum networks to provide QoS
guarantees in terms of entanglement distribution rate and
end-to-end latency for quantum applications. Our proposed
protocol is designed as a distributed one, which can work in
arbitrary network topologies without the support of a central

controller. The specific workflow of our protocol can be di-
vided into three phases. The first phase is the link planning
phase, in which a communication path is determined between
two quantum end nodes and memory resources of intermedi-
ate quantum nodes are allocated for the path. By allocating
thememory resources in advance, our protocol can guarantee
entanglement distribution latency and generation rate when
multiple flows exist simultaneously. The second phase is the
entanglement establishing phase. In this phase, the routing
nodes along the end-to-end path perform entanglement swap-
ping operations to extend the entanglement distance, and
entangled pairs are then generated between the two quantum
end nodes. This process is repeated to realize the continuous
distribution of entangled pairs between quantum end nodes
to meet the requirements of the upper layer applications. The
third phase is the connection releasing phase, in which the
previously allocated memory resources are released so that
they can be used by other communication paths.
We summarize the main contributions of this article as

follows.

1) Taking the characteristics of quantum networks into
account, we analyze the advantages and disadvantages
of connectionless protocol and connection-oriented
protocol in entanglement-based quantum networks and
propose that the connection-oriented protocol is more
suitable for entanglement-based quantum networks.

2) To promote the development and realistic application
of quantum networks, we design a connection-oriented
communication protocol. Through the design of spe-
cific signaling interaction process and reserving mem-
ory resources, the proposed protocol can reduce the
latency caused by the resources competition and also
provide QoS guarantees in terms of entanglement dis-
tribution rate and latency.

3) To verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the pro-
posed protocol, a series of performance evaluations
under different quantum network scenarios are con-
ducted. Based on a purpose-built quantum network
simulator, called NetSquid [17], we first develop a sim-
ulated quantum network and test the proposed protocol
in the simulator. The results show that our connection-
oriented communication protocol can guarantee QoS
in terms of the rate and latency of generating entangled
pairs.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the related work and the existing prob-
lems in current quantum network protocol design. In Sec-
tion III, the difference between classical networks and quan-
tum networks is analyzed, and the quantum network archi-
tecture and model are introduced in Section IV. After that, in
Section V, we describe the details of our connection-oriented
protocol design. Simulations to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed protocol and the results are discussed
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this article.
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II. RELATED WORK
To facilitate the development of quantum networks, some
pioneering studies have been done for years. To name a few,
in 2004, Lloyd et al. [18] first developed a prototype system
for long-distance high-fidelity qubit teleportation, which can
be foreseen to be required if future quantum computers are
to be linked together into a quantum Internet. Based on the
prototype system, Pirandola et al. [19], [20] further discussed
the physical unit needed for building the quantum Internet
and discussed the ultimate limits of point-to-point private
communications.
Motivated by the proposed concept of quantum Internet

and the corresponding architecture design, in recent years, it
has become a trend that more and more studies focus on the
specific scientific problem and protocol design, for example,
routing algorithm design and link layer protocol design. Al-
though the debate on the architecture of quantum network
and the network protocol stack is ongoing and boiled, these
existing studies still take an important step to boost the de-
velopment of quantum networks. In summary, the existing
work can be categorized into two types, i.e., the specific
scheme/algorithm design for scientific problem in quantum
networks, and the specific protocol design for the quantum
network protocol stack.
For the former category, a typical research problem and

also a critical problem is routing design, i.e., how to se-
lect the optimal route for generating end-to-end entangle-
ment from the source node to the destination node. In 2013,
Van Meter et al. [21] first discussed how to adapt the Dijk-
stra’s algorithm for quantum repeater networks that gener-
ate entangled Bell pairs. A decentralized base-graph routing
scheme is proposed in [22]. The proposed method allows an
efficient routing to find the shortest paths in entangled quan-
tum networks by using only local knowledge of the quantum
nodes and the proposed scheme can be directly applied in
practical quantum communications and quantum networking
scenarios. After that, Gyongyosi and Imre [23] defined a
method for routing space exploration and scalable routing in
the quantum Internet and proved that scalable routing allows
a compact and efficient routing in the entangled networks
of the quantum Internet. Meanwhile, Gyongyosi [24] also
proposed a mathematical model to quantify the dynamics
of entangled network structures and entanglement flow in
the quantum internet. By adopting a different mathematical
model, Chakraborty et al. [25] constructed an efficient linear
programming formulation that computes the maximum total
achievable entanglement distribution rate, satisfying the end-
to-end fidelity constraint in polynomial time. Considering the
noisy quantum devices, Chakraborty et al. further proposed
a routing algorithm for a quantum network such that each
device can store a small number of qubits.
For the latter category, protocol designs for quantum re-

peater chain have received significant attentions [26]–[30].
However, these protocols cannot handle nonlinear topolo-
gies and do not have mechanisms for merging and splitting
flows, which make these studies impractical especially for

the scenario with arbitrary network topologies and multiple
QoS-constraint requests. Thus, a universal protocol design
has become more and more attractive in recent years. In
2019, Dahlberg et al. [11] proposed a novel quantum net-
work stack architecture. In this architecture, the link layer
is responsible for establishing entanglement between two
adjacent quantum nodes, and the network layer is responsible
for generating long-distance entanglement between two
quantum nodes by entanglement swapping. To enable the
practical system, Dahlberg et al. also proposed a link layer
protocol, which generates entangled pairs between two adja-
cent nodes. However, the study still lacks the protocol design
for the network layer, which aims to generate end-to-end
entanglement. After that, a quantum data plane protocol of
the network layer is proposed by Kozlowski et al. [12], but
it does not perform any resource management, which will
lead to quantum congestion collapse caused by the resources
competition when multiple flows exist simultaneously and
the quantum congestion collapse will result in an exception-
ally low throughput.
Unlike the routing problem in quantum networks, which

has been investigated in many studies [21], [31]–[33], the
specific routing protocol design is still in the early stage.
In 2017, Caleffi [34] modeled the entanglement generation
through a stochastic framework and derived the closed-form
expression of the end-to-end entanglement rate for an ar-
bitrary path. Besides, this work designs a routing protocol
and proves its optimality when used in conjunction with the
entanglement rate as routing metric. After that, a “RuleSet”-
based protocol is proposed in [35], but the authors only study
two-node networks with a single link. Thus, the existing
studies that attempt to design a specific routing protocol,
which determines how to distribute end-to-end entanglement
by negotiating resource allocations and quantum operations,
still lack the applicability for large-scale quantum networks
and ability for providing QoS-guaranteed service. In this
case, a novel protocol design, which can provide efficient and
QoS-guaranteed service, is urged to be designed.

III. MOTIVATION AND RESULT
A. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN QUANTUM NETWORKS AND
CLASSICAL NETWORKS
In a classical network, information is encoded as electric
signal or optical signal, called bit, whereas information is
encoded as qubit in quantum networks. Qubits are fundamen-
tally different from classical bits, which makes the difference
between quantum networks and classical networks. The dif-
ference can be summarized as the following three aspects.

1) The first difference between classical networks and
quantum networks is the way to transmit information
between two nodes. The bits in classical networks can
be transmitted through physical channel from one node
to another node (the receiver) with the help of routers.
In entanglement-based quantum networks, there are
different ways to transmit qubits. When transmitting
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qubits between two nodes that are close to each other
or have a perfect channel between them, the qubits can
be transmitted from one node to another through the
channel directly. However, when transmitting qubits
between two nodes that are far apart, as the deco-
herence eventually destroys information that cannot
be replicated, the link entanglement1 becomes a key
resource for long-distance quantum communication.
After the establishment of end-to-end entanglement, a
qubit can be “teleported” from the source to the des-
tination through the so-called quantum teleportation
process. To realize quantum teleportation, a pair of
parallel resources is needed. One of these resources is
classical: two bits must be transmitted from the source
to the destination. The other resource is quantum: an
entangled pair of qubits must be generated and shared
between the source and the destination [10]. Entangled
pairs are the base of quantum teleportation, and it must
guarantee that the entangled pairs have been generated
between the sender and the receiver when they try to
teleport quantum message.

2) The second difference is the way to communicate be-
tween two far apart nodes. In classical networks, the
electric signal or optical signal can be copied and am-
plified by routers to extend transmissions. However,
due to the quantum no-cloning theorem, unlike the
electronic signals in classical networks, a qubit cannot
be copied and amplified by a quantum repeater. To
generate entangled pairs between two far apart quan-
tum nodes, short-distance entangled pairs are gener-
ated first; then, entanglement swapping operations are
performed. However, the entanglement swapping fails
with a certain probability. If the entanglement swap-
ping fails in one node, there is no point in continuing
the entanglement swapping at the next node. Thus, the
node failed in entanglement swapping should notify
the sender to regenerate entanglement.

3) The third difference is that the binary bits in classical
networks can be stored for a long time, whereas the
qubits can just be stored for a short time in quantum
networks due to the quantum decoherence [16]. Quan-
tum decoherence is an important factor that impedes
the development of quantum networks as it puts ex-
tremely stringent limits on how long qubits can be held
in memory before they need to be used. In quantum
networks, the qubit in the sender is stored in quantum
memory until generating entanglement with the re-
ceiver successfully. Considering the influence of quan-
tum decoherence, a network protocol should reduce the
latency of generating entanglement between the sender
and the receiver.

1In this article, Bell pairs shared between adjacent nodes are considered
as link entanglement.

According to the characteristics of quantum networks, we
propose that the quantum network protocol should possess
the following functions:

1) reliable and stable procedure of generating end-to-end
entanglement, which can deal with the failure of quan-
tum operations;

2) low latency of generating end-to-end entanglement so
as to reduce the storage time of qubits and the influence
of quantum decoherence;

3) providing QoS-guaranteed service that meets the re-
quirements of different quantum applications.

B. CONNECTION-ORIENTED PROTOCOL AND
CONNECTIONLESS PROTOCOL IN
ENTANGLEMENT-BASED QUANTUM NETWORKS
Owing to the different characteristics between quantum net-
works and classical networks, we cannot apply the proto-
col design principles adopted in classical networks to the
quantum network protocol design directly. Nevertheless, the
service models, e.g., connection-oriented versus connection-
less, adopted by classical networks may still be useful in
quantum protocol design. There are two kinds of communi-
cation protocols in the network layer of a classical network.
One is connection-oriented communication protocol, such as
MPLS protocol [14], and the other is connectionless commu-
nication protocol, such as IP protocol [15]. The connection-
less communication protocol cannot guarantee that the mes-
sages arrive at the destinations successfully. Besides, a rout-
ing node may receive a large number of messages that exceed
its capacity such that some messages suffer a high latency,
while in the connection-oriented communication protocol, a
virtual circuit is first established, and then, all the messages
are transmitted to the destination along the virtual circuit.
The connection-oriented communication protocol provides
reliable message transmission and guarantees that each mes-
sage arrives at the receiver successfully. Furthermore, by
reserving resource for the circuit, the connection-oriented
protocol can reduce the latency caused by resource competi-
tion. In quantum networks, in order to generate entanglement
successfully and reduce the latency, a connection-oriented
protocol is more suitable to generate entangled pairs between
two quantum nodes. Furthermore, its ability to guarantee
needed bandwidth enables the connection-oriented protocol
to meet the QoS requirements of different quantum appli-
cations. Thus, we propose to develop a connection-oriented
scheme for quantum networks.

C. ROUTINE OF CONNECTION-ORIENTED PROTOCOL IN
ENTANGLEMENT-BASED QUANTUM NETWORKS
Our connection-oriented entanglement distribution protocol
is divided into three phases. The first phase is the link plan-
ning phase, in which a communication path is determined
between two quantum end nodes, and an appropriate amount
of memory resources of the quantum nodes along the path are
allocated for the path. By reserving sufficient resources, our
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FIGURE 2. Typical quantum network architecture.

protocol can reduce the influence of quantum decoherence
via reducing the latency caused by resource competition. The
second phase is the entanglement establishing phase. In this
phase, quantum routing nodes along the path perform entan-
glement swapping operations to extend the entanglement dis-
tance and entanglement are then generated between the two
quantum end nodes. If the entanglement swapping fails, our
protocol can notify the sender to regenerate entanglement.
This process is repeated to realize the continuous distribution
of entangled qubits between quantum end nodes to meet the
requirements of the upper layer applications. The third phase
is the connection releasing phase, in which the previously
allocated memory resources are released so that they can be
used by other communication paths.

IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we first introduce the quantum network ar-
chitecture, which concludes the definition of two different
kinds of nodes and the function of different layers of a quan-
tum network. After that, we describe the network model and
define the speed of distributing entangled qubits between two
adjacent nodes.

A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In this part, we introduce the quantum network architec-
ture (see Fig. 2), which is designed based on the existing
physical experiments [15], [36]–[41]. According to different
functions, we define two different kinds of network nodes,
namely, quantum end node and quantum routing node. We
assume that these two kinds of quantum nodes, i.e., quantum
end nodes and quantum routing nodes, can transmit both
classical messages and qubits if there is a communication
link between them. Besides, we describe the functions lo-
cated in different layers of a quantum network. The main
components in our network architecture and the functions
located in the link layer and the network layer of a quantum
network are explained as follows.

1) QUANTUM ROUTING NODE
The quantum routing nodes are the devices equipped with
necessary hardware to perform entanglement operations.

They are designed to enable end-to-end entanglement and
teleportation. A quantum routing node can process both clas-
sical messages and qubits and has two main functions. The
first function is to select route for the establishment of end-to-
end entanglement. In specific, arbitrary routing node works
with other routing nodes to compute a suitable path that con-
nects the source node and the destination node and store the
path in a routing table, which is similar to the function of the
routing nodes (i.e., router) in classical networks. The second
function is performing entanglement swapping to generate
end-to-end entanglement between source nodes and desti-
nation nodes. By utilizing a set of quantum routing nodes
from the public quantum network, arbitrary two quantum
end nodes can establish end-to-end entanglement through the
public network and perform quantum teleportation.

2) QUANTUM END NODE
A quantum end node is similar to an end node in a classical
network, and it can run quantum applications such as quan-
tum key distribution [4], [5], quantum security directly com-
munication [42]–[44], distributed quantum computing [3],
[45], etc. Each quantum end node can process both qubits and
classical messages. In our architecture, quantum end nodes
are connected to the public quantum network by communi-
cation links.When a quantum end node wants to generate en-
tanglement with another remote quantum end node, it should
send a request to the public quantum network.

3) COMMUNICATION LINK
Communication link is responsible for transmitting classical
messages and qubits. It includes a classical channel and a
quantum channel. The classical channel is the medium, e.g.,
twisted pair and coaxial cable, to transmit classical messages,
and the quantum channel is the medium, generally referring
to optical fiber, that transmits qubits. If there is a link between
two quantum nodes, the nodes can both transmit classical
messages and qubits to each other. If there is a communi-
cation link between two quantum nodes, the nodes are called
adjacent nodes.

4) LINK LAYER
The function of the link layer is to generate short-distance
quantum entanglement between two adjacent nodes. A com-
plete link layer protocol for quantum networks has been pro-
posed in [11], in which the nodes canmeasure qubits directly,
create and keep entangled pairs, prepare remote quantum
states, and send qubits. As we focus on the communication
protocol in the quantum network layer, we assume that the
fidelity of the entangled pairs generated by the link layer is
high enough for entanglement swapping. We only consider
the rate of distributing entangled qubits with a high fidelity
between two adjacent nodes, which affects the performance
of network layer protocols.
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5) NETWORK LAYER
The network layer aims at generating quantum entanglement
between any two quantum end nodes. For two quantum nodes
that are far apart, entanglement swapping will be performed
to generate end-to-end entanglement between them. Entan-
glement swapping is a local joint measurement operation,
i.e., a beam-splitter-based Bell state measurement (BSM)
is performed on entangled pairs. After the operation of en-
tanglement swapping, the final quantum state becomes one
of the four Bell states with equal probability, and we can
know the final state is which of the four Bell states through
the result of the BSM. As practical devices used to perform
quantum gate operation and quantummeasurement operation
are imperfect, these quantum operations may fail with prob-
abilities [9]. In the network layer, we focus on the rate and
latency of generating end-to-end entanglement between two
quantum end nodes.

6) NODE CAPACITY AND CHANNEL CAPACITY
Each quantum node can have two types of qubits, i.e., mem-
ory qubits as a local memory and communication qubits with
an optical interface, which can be entangled with a pho-
ton [10], [11]. When two quantum nodes generate entangled
pair through the communication qubit, the communication
qubit will be moved to a memory qubit, in order to free
the communication qubit to produce the next entangled pair.
Node capacitymeans the number ofmemory qubits; themore
memory qubits the quantum node has, the larger the capacity
of the quantum node is. The channel capacity means the
rate of generating entangled pairs through communication
qubits. In our architecture, each communication qubit can be
regarded as a communication link, so the number of com-
munication qubits in a quantum node equals the number of
communication links connected to the quantum node.

B. NETWORK MODEL
In this part, we analyze the relationship between the en-
tanglement generating rate of two adjacent nodes and the
allocated memory resource and show that we can control the
entanglement generating rate by allocating different memory
resource. We denote the quantum network with the graph
G = (V,E,C), in which V = {vi}Ni=1, E = {ei, j, vi, v j ∈ V },
and C = {ci}Ni=1 denote the set of nodes, communication
links, and the available storage capacity of each node, respec-
tively. For an arbitrary couple of nodes vi and v j, if there exist
ei, j ∈ E, then vi and v j are defined adjacent nodes. Further-
more, di, j denotes the length of link ei, j between nodes vi
and v j. We define that each node equips N quantum memory
cells, and each cell can store one qubit for a certain amount
of time. Thus, the maximal available storage capacity of one
node is N.

An entanglement attempt to cross any one of the com-
munication links ei, j succeeds with the probability p(ei, j ),
which is proportional to η(ei, j ), where η(ei, j ) = e−αdi, j is the
transmissivity of a lossy optical channel of length di, j [32],

[46], [47]. We denote that the rate of generating entangled
pairs between two adjacent nodes is the same as R0. Then,
the rate of generating entangled qubits of communication
link ei, j is Rei, j = e−αdi, jR0. Different from the bandwidth
in classical networks, the available rate of each communi-
cation link is related not only to the link rate but also to
the storage capacity currently available at the node. As the
entangled qubits generated by adjacent quantum nodes are
first stored in quantum memory before being consumed, the
more storage capacity a communication path has, the higher
rate of generating entangled qubits it has. Considering both
the rate of generating entangled qubits of communication
link and the storage capacity of the node, we denote the
available rate of each communication link ei, j as R′

ei, j
=

1
2 ·min{ci,c j}

N · Rei, j =
1
2 ·min{ci,c j}

N · e−αdi, j · R0, where ci and c j
are the available storage capacities of node vi and node v j, re-
spectively. In a communication connection, a quantum node
has two communication links, and the coefficient 1

2 means
that each communication link can occupy half of available
storage capacity.

V. CONNECTION-ORIENTED ENTANGLEMENT
DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL
The connection-oriented entanglement distribution protocol
is divided into link planning phase, entanglement swapping
phase, and link releasing phase. In link planning phase, a
communication path is determined between two quantum
end nodes, and a certain amount of memory space of the
quantum nodes along the path is allocated to the path. By
reserving sufficient resources, our protocol can reduce the
latency caused by resource competition. In the entanglement
swapping phase, the quantum routing nodes along the path
perform the entanglement swapping operations to generate
entanglement between two quantum end nodes. This process
is performed repeatedly, and entangled qubits are generated
between the two quantum end nodes until the communi-
cation process is over. For each established entanglement,
the receiver sends an acknowledgment to the sender, which
guarantees that the reliability of the communication and the
memory resource allocated to the link planning phase are
occupied until the communication finishes, which guarantees
the stability of communication. In the link releasing phase,
the nodes along the communication path release memory
resources previously allocated to the path. The detailed de-
scription of each phase is given in what follows.

A. LINK PLANNING PHASE
The goal of the link planning phase is to find a suitable path
between two quantum end nodes and inform quantum routing
nodes along the path to reserve a certain amount of memory
resource for the path. Finding a suitable path is an important
issue in the quantum network, which has been studied in
some studies [21], [32], [48]–[50]. In this article, instead of
focusing on a specific routing algorithm, we assume that the
routing table already exists. And our protocol aims to inform
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TABLE 1. Structure of the Connection Table in Quantum Nodes

FIGURE 3. Procedure of the link planning phase.

quantum routing nodes to reserve appropriate memory space
for each communication connection.
In this phase, we need to deal with how much memory

resource should be allocated to a communication connec-
tion. We assume that the required rate of a communica-
tion path is R. According to the network model, for guar-
anteeing the rate of the previous communication link, the
quantum routing node vi needs to be allocated Cprev = R

R0
·

eαdleft,i · N memory resource. Similarly,Cnext = R
R0

· eαdnext,i ·
N memory resource is allocated to the next communica-
tion link. For each node vi, the total memory resource al-
located to the communication connection is C = Cprev +
Cnext = R

R0
eαdprev,iN + R

R0
eαdi,nextN, whereCprev andCnext, re-

spectively, represent the number of storage units required for
entanglement with the previous node and the number of stor-
age units required for entanglement with the next node. The
parameter N indicates the total number of storage units on
the node. In this phase, the rate of generating entanglement is
guaranteed by allocating appropriate amount of memory re-
source to the communication connection. Besides, a quantum
routing node stores the status of memory resource allocations
in the connection table, whose structure is given in Table 1.
The complete procedure of the link planning phase is

shown in Fig. 3 and described as follows.

1) The sender sends a request message
(request, vs, vd, n,R) to the quantum network, where
“request” is a flag that represents the request message,
“vs” is the source node, “vd” is the destination node,
and “R” is the rate of generating entangled qubits
requested by the source node.

2) When quantum routing node vi receives the request
message from the previous quantum node vprev, it per-
forms the operation A, which includes three steps:
First, it finds the next quantum routing node de-
noted as vnext by searching the routing table. Sec-
ond, it allocates memory resourceC = Cprev +Cnext =
R
R0

· eαdprev,i · N + R
R0

· eαdi,next · N to this communica-
tion connection. The Cprev memory resource is used
to establish entanglement with the previous quantum
node, and the Cnext memory resource is used to estab-
lish entanglement with the next quantum node. Third,
if there is not enough memory resource, node vi sends
a reject message (re ject, vs, vd, n,R) as acknowledg-
ment to vprev. Otherwise, quantum routing node vi adds
a term in the connection table to update the status of the
local memory resource and transfers the request to the
next quantum routing node vnext.

3) When the receiver receives the request message, it per-
forms operation B, which includes two steps. First,
it computes the memory resource that should be al-
located for meeting the request C = R

R0
· eαdprev,i · N.

Second, it judges whether the allocated memory re-
sourceC exceeds that it can provide. If not, the receiver
adds the connection to the connection table, updates
the local resources, and sends back an agree message
along the original path. Otherwise, it replies a reject
message along the original path.

4) When an intermediate node receives the replymessage,
it performs operation C. In this operation, if it receives
an agree message, it transmits the message upward
along the original path. However, if the intermediate
node receives the reject message, it deletes the corre-
sponding term from the connection table and update
the local memory resource.

5) If the sender receives the agree message, it starts
the entanglement swapping phase. Otherwise, if the
sender receives the reject message, it tries to send a
new request message or abandons this communication
session.

B. ENTANGLEMENT SWAPPING PHASE
After the link planning phase, a communication path for
generating entanglement between two quantum end nodes is
determined. In the entanglement swapping phase, the routing
nodes along the communication path will perform entangle-
ment swapping operations to establish entanglement between
the two quantum end nodes. To guarantee the reliability and
the stability of the communication, the receiver replies by
sending an acknowledgment to the sender for each estab-
lished entanglement, and the memory resource allocated to
the link planning phase will be occupied until the commu-
nication session finishes. The number of qubits consumed
for per successful entanglement is related to the hop count
in the path. Without considering the entanglement purifica-
tion, each hop will consume one entangled qubit. As for the
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FIGURE 4. Procedure of the entanglement swapping phase.

classical transmissions, in the entanglement swapping phase
of our protocol, there are two classical transmissions for
each successful entanglement. One is used for collecting the
results of entanglement swapping in the quantum routing
nodes and the other is for notifying the sender that the entan-
gled pair has been generated successfully. However, in [11],
three types of signaling are required, which include the FOR-
WARDmessage, the TRACKmessage, and the COMPLETE
message. If the length of the path is N, for generating one
entangled pair, our protocol needs to transmit 2N messages,
while 3N messages need to be transmitted in [11].
The procedure of entanglement swapping phase is shown

in Fig. 4, and its details are given as follows.

1) The sender sends the swap message (swap, n, qn, ql ),
which tells the quantum routing nodes on the commu-
nication path to perform the entanglement swapping
operation. The message includes the flag of this mes-
sage “swap,” the connection number “n,” the end-to-
end entanglement identifier “qn,” and the link entan-
glement identifier “ql .”

2) When the first quantum routing node receives the
“swap” message, it performs the operation A, which
includes two steps. First, it performs entanglement
swapping operation on the two specific qubits. One
qubit is determined by the link entanglement identi-
fier ql and the other qubit is select randomly from
the link entanglement between the node and the next
node whose identifier is denoted as qlr . Second, if the
entanglement swapping fails, the routing node sends
the failure message (swap, n, qn) to the previous node
according to the connection table. Otherwise, it adds
the result of entanglement swapping and the identifier
qlr into the start message and sends it to the next quan-
tum node according to the connection table. In Fig. 4,
we use ql to represent qlr uniformly.

3) When the quantum end node receives the swap mes-
sage, it performs the operation B, in which it performs
some quantum gate operations according to the result
in the message and replies with a received message

FIGURE 5. Procedure of the link releasing phase.

including the connection number “n” and the end-end
entanglement identifier “qn” to indicate that the entan-
glement has been established.

4) When the quantum routing node receives the
“received” message, it performs the operation C,
in which the message is transmitted upward according
to the connection table.

5) If the sender receives the “received” message, it starts
to create another end-to-end entanglement until the
communication finishes. If the sender receives the fail-
ure message, it attempts another link entanglement
whose identifier is q′

l to re-establish this end-to-end
entanglement.

C. LINK RELEASING PHASE
At the end of the communication, the resources allocated
to this communication path during the link planning phase
should be released. The link releasing phase is relatively
simple. The nodes on the communication path just need to
delete the corresponding entry in the connection table and
release memory resources in turn. And the released memory
resources can be used by other communications. The specific
procedure of this phase is shown in Fig. 5, and the description
is as follows.

1) The sender sends the release message (release, n),
which contains the connection number n, and deletes
the term that has the connection number n from the
connection table.

2) When the quantum routing node receives the release
message, it performs the operation A, which includes
two steps. First, it queries the connection table and
transmit the message to the next node. Second, the
quantum routing node updates the local memory re-
source and deletes the term that has the connection
number n from the connection table.

3) When the receiver receives the release message, it per-
forms the operation B, in which it updates the local
memory resource and removes the term that has the
connection number n from the connection table.
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FIGURE 6. Evaluation topology. Ra − Rb is a bottleneck link between the
A nodes and the B nodes. Each communication link consists of a
quantum channel and a classical channel.

VI. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
A. EVALUATION SETUP
For evaluating the performance of our protocol, we imple-
ment the proposed connection-oriented entanglement dis-
tribution protocol on a discrete-event simulator called Net-
Squid [17]. The simulator is responsible for the accurate rep-
resentation of the physical hardware, including decoherence,
propagation delay, optical fiber losses, quantum gate opera-
tions, and their time dependence. As our work is focused on
the network layer [11] of quantum networks, we use a simple
first-in first-out (FIFO) scheduling algorithm in the link layer.
The link layer generates entangled pairs for each item in the
connection table created in the link planning phase following
the order of the creation time of the item.
For the evaluation, we consider a classic topology called

dumbbell topology shown in Fig. 6, which has six nodes
in total, four of which are used as quantum end nodes
(A1,A2,B1,B2), and two of which are used as quantum rout-
ing nodes (Ra,Rb) with one bottleneck link (Ra − Rb). In
the evaluation, we set that each node can store up to 400
qubits, and the length of each communication link is 0.5 km.
We set the maximum time that qubit can be stored is 1 s.
Besides, the fidelity after entanglement swapping is Ffinal =
F1 × F2 + (1−F1)×(1−F2)

3 , in which F1 and F2 are the fidelities
of two Bell pairs [51]. Meanwhile, we adopt the decoherence
model provided byNetSquid to account the effect of decoher-
ence on quantum memories. This model randomly dephase a
qubit for a delay with a given dephasing rate. The dephasing
probability is calculated as p = 1 − exp(−�t ∗ R), where R
is the dephasing rate and �t is the delay.

B. THROUGHPUT, LATENCY, AND FIDELITY
We define the throughput in a quantum network as the rate of
generating entangled pairs between two quantum end nodes.
At first, we investigate how the size of allocated memory
space impacts the throughput and latency of end-to-end com-
munication. Here, we attempt to observe the performance
of our protocol in guaranteeing the throughput and latency
when the background end-to-end communication is changing
in the quantum network at different times. To reach such goal,
scenarios with competition are considered: two end-to-end

FIGURE 7. (a) Average throughput and (b) latency of communication
A2 − B2 versus different allocated memory sizes with different
background flows.

FIGURE 8. (a) Throughput and (b) latency of A1 − B1 and A2 − B2
changes over the simulation time.

communications, i.e., (A1 − B1,A2 − B2), exist at the same
time.
First, we set the size of allocated quantummemory ofA1 −

B1 to be 60, 80, and 120 cells and vary the allocated quantum
memory size of A2 − B2. The rate of generating entangled
pairs between the two adjacent nodes is set as 500 pairs/s.
The average end-to-end throughput and latency of A2 − B2
are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. Note that “AMS”
in these two figures means “allocated memory size.”
The results presented in Fig. 7(a) and (b) show that our

protocol can provide different throughput and latency of
communication by adjusting the size of the quantummemory
allocated to the communication. From Fig. 7(a), we can see
that the throughput of A2 − B2 grows as the allocated quan-
tummemory grows. The maximum throughput of A2 − B2 is
related to the size of quantum memory allocated to another
communicationA1 − B1. From Fig. 7(b), we can also see that
the end-to-end latency of A2 − B2 decreases as the allocated
quantum memory grows. The latency of A2 − B2 is also af-
fected by the size of quantum memory allocated to another
communication A1 − B1. In the link layer, we use a simple
FIFO algorithm: for each item in the connection table, en-
tangled pairs are generated and stored in the allocated quan-
tum memory between the adjacent nodes, and the items are
processed in the order of creation timestamps. Thus, in the
simulation, the rate of generating entangled pairs of A2 − B2
is RA2−B2 = c2

c1+c2R0, where c1 and c2 represent the allocated
quantummemory of A1 − B1 and A2 − B2, respectively. This
explains why the throughput is related to the size of quantum
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FIGURE 9. Average fidelity, fidelity loss, and throughput of A1 − B1 in different lengths of the communication path. (a) Fidelity of each entangled pair
generated between A1 and B1. (b) Average fidelity and average fidelity loss of A1 − B1. (c) Throughput of A1 − B1 in different lengths of the
communication path.

memory allocated to another communication A1 − B1 and
the same principle for latency.
Second, we set the size of allocated quantum memory of

A1 − B1 to be 30 cells and continuously generate entangled
pairs at the beginning of the simulation. The communication
of A2 − B2, whose allocated quantum memory is 60, starts
at simulation time 5 s, and the rate of generating entangled
pairs between the two adjacent nodes is set as 500 pairs/s.
The throughput and the latency of A1 − B1 and A2 − B2 are
shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively.
The results presented in Fig. 8(a) and (b) show that the

throughput and the latency fluctuate in a small range, which
is caused by the failure of entanglement swapping. Besides,
we can also observe that the latency of A1 − B1 increases,
and the throughput of it decreases when the communication
A2 − B2 starts. Furthermore, we find that when communi-
cation A1 − B1 and communication A2 − B2 co-exist at the
same time, the throughput and the latency are affected by the
allocated memory size. The communication that allocated
more memory space has a higher throughput and a lower
latency. When the communication A1 − B1 finishes, the la-
tency decreases and the throughput regains. The simulation
results also show that our protocol can guarantee the through-
put and the latency by allocating sufficient memory space.
Third, to explore the fidelity of the entangled pairs be-

tween two remote quantum nodes, we record the fidelity of
100 entangled pairs generated between A1 and B1. In this
simulation, we assume that the original fidelity of each link
follows a normal distribution with a mean of 0.98, and the
fidelity loss of each entangled qubits in two remote quantum
end nodes is shown in Fig. 9(a). The average fidelity loss is
7.18%. As our protocol is connection oriented, the commu-
nication path between two remote nodes remains unchanged
during the end-to-end entanglement distribution. The length
of the communication path is the key factor affecting fidelity
and throughput. The average fidelity, throughput, and latency
of A1 − B1 in different lengths of communication path are
shown in Fig. 9(b) and (c). From Fig. 9(b) and (c), we can
see that the average fidelity and throughput decrease sig-
nificantly with the increase in the path length. Thus, owing
to the fidelity loss, without considering the entanglement

FIGURE 10. Throughput and latency of A1 − B1 in different number of
requested flows (requested throughput for each flow = 30 pairs/s). (a)
Throughput of A1 − B1 in different number of requested flows. (b)
Latency of generating 100 entangled pairs on A1 − B1 in different
number of requested flows.

purification operation, the scale of the quantum network will
be limited to a few nodes.
At last, to make performance comparison between our

protocol design and the existing protocol design [12],
we also conduct an evaluation and adopt the dumbbell
topology, as shown in Fig. 6; the performance in terms of the
throughput and the latency is evaluated by generating 100
entangled pairs of A1 − B1 in total for all requested flows,
as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b). Based on the simulation
result, we can find that the gap between the protocol in
[12] and our protocol continues to widen in terms of
latency. As we know, the protocol in [12] adopts “lazy
entanglement tracking.” Thus, with the increase of the
number of requested flows, different flows compete for the
limited memory resources, which leads to a higher latency,
and thus, the throughput of the protocol in [12] declines
rapidly. In our protocol, the memory resources are reserved
for these flows in the link planning phase, which avoids the
competition of memory resources, and thus, our protocol
provides higher throughput for multiple requested flows.
Meanwhile, one important phenomenon shown in Fig. 10 is
that, as the number of requested flows increases, the through-
put and the latency of the proposed protocol are close to a
fixed value eventually. This phenomenon is also caused by
the fact that our protocol reserves memory resources for ex-
isting flows. Since the memory resources have been allocated
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FIGURE 11. Performance evaluation of the effect of decoherence in
different rates of generating entangled pairs between adjacent nodes.
(a) Throughput of A1 − B1 in different rates. (b) Latency of A1 − B1 in
different rates.

to A1 − B1 during the link planning phase, as the number
of requested flows increases, the proposed protocol will
reject to allocate memory resources for new requested flows,
which guarantees the latency and the throughput of existing
flows that have been previously allocated memory resources.

C. DECOHERENCE
To evaluate the influence of decoherence during the process
of entanglement distribution, in this simulation, we set the
size of allocated quantum memory of A1 − B1 to be 40 cells
and make the performance comparison of the proposed pro-
tocol in two different situations, i.e., with decoherence model
and without decoherence model. The results are shown in
Fig. 11; the decoherence can significantly affect the perfor-
mance of A1 − B1 both in terms of throughput and latency.
The reason can be explained as follows. Since we adopt the
FIFO scheduling algorithm in the link layer, the allocated
quantum memory of A1 − B1 has to wait for generating en-
tangled pair and then execute entanglement swapping oper-
ation. During the waiting time, the decoherence can destroy
the entangled pair, and thus, it consumes more resource of
entangled pairs and takes more time to successfully estab-
lish end-to-end entanglement. However, with the increase in
the generation rate, the influence of decoherence becomes
diminishing since the waiting time is decreasing. Inspired
by this phenomenon, to facilitate the development of en-
tanglement distribution in quantum networks, the ability of
generating entangled pairs in each link is important.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, based on the different characteristics between
classical networks and quantum networks, we indicated that
compared to the connectionless protocol, the connection-
oriented protocol is more suitable for quantum networks.
Then, we designed a connection-oriented entanglement
distribution protocol for generating entangled pairs between
two end nodes. Our protocol is reliable as the receiver replies
with a “received message” as an acknowledgment to the
sender for each established entanglement. It avoids the la-
tency caused by resource competition by reserving resources

and also provides different throughput and latency by adjust-
ing the size of quantummemory allocated to the communica-
tion, which can meet the requirements of different quantum
applications. In the future, we will consider integrating rout-
ing path finding into our current work to further improve the
throughput performance and lower the latency.
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